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ABSTRACT 

Chinese Traditional Color Culture（CTCC）has a history of thousands of years. The Chinese 

traditional color system is complex and huge, it had derived the world-famous Dunhuang Mogao 

Grottoes murals, tri-color glazed pottery of Tang dynasty, blue and white porcelain, Tibetan Thangkas, 

colorful folk crafts, etc. It has great influence and value in the field of art throughout China and the world. 

Traditional color culture is an indispensable part and important social element in the development and 

change of every social stage. The changes in various social stages have inherited and developed the 

traditional color culture of the previous society. But the CTCC as intangible cultural heritage is too 

complex to understand and usage in the real project, it required lots of professional knowledge that is an 

uneasy thing for most people. To be better make people comprehend CTCC, and make it easy to use. 

Accordingly, to inherit the CTCC and CTCH, it should be studied with scientific theories and principles, 

it needs to cater to the aesthetic and mentality requirements of society and people, it needs to meet the 

need of development of age and era, and using it should be practice with new tech approach.  

This study intends to make art and aesthetics with a scientific approach. The purpose of this research 

is to inherit Chinese traditional color culture. The objective of this dissertation is to inherit Chinese 

traditional color harmony (CTCH) with digitization manner. This dissertation aims to present the method 

of digitization of inheritance and application for the CTCH that contains conservation, improvement, 

development (CID) which can be a circulation system. Strikingly, the contents of this research are based 

on theory and principle from the tradition which is the root of the culture for future innovation. 

The CTCC is an intangible cultural heritage, how to protect and conserve it that is a hard problem. 

Digital processing technology is an important means of information preservation. The first contribution 

is the proposed extraction approach with a digitization color scheme for Chinese traditional artwork. The 

research work takes the Chinese traditional color scheme (CTCS) as the research objective, combined 

with color science, to build up the method to extract and record CTCH via the dataset. Based on the 

CTCS results and evaluation from the method of this work, are more suitable for cognition degree and 

aesthetic of participations compare with others` methods. 

The CTCH has a history of thousands of years, it has strong historical characteristics, and it needs 

to be integrated into modern society in a new way. The second contribution is the proposed improvement 

approach that is based upon the deep learning method for the CTCH, with the common aesthetic 

preference of contemporary people. In the viewpoint of research that the CTCC should meet the needs 



of the development of the times, cognitive, and aesthetic characteristics of contemporary people. To 

achieve the goal, research work had built up the model and architecture which were used for the 

generation and optimization of CTCH had been proposed.  

As tacit knowledge, CTCC and CTCH are hard to comprehend for most people, it needs to be 

transformed through a process that can offer an easy way for people to understand. The third contribution 

is proposed the development method with two kinds of interactive system which is included approach of 

web color matching application and VR learning. First, the website interactive color matching system 

had been proposed which is the case of high-speed railway. Second, the VR interactive learning system 

had been proposed. Via this part, the CTCH color scheme application is based upon the CTCH dataset, 

aesthetic perceptual factors, and knowledge model had been explored that, how to use the CTCH in 

practice way with applications. 

Finally, based upon four parts of the work, a novel inheritance method named the CID systematic 

method had been constructed. The method is based on the combination of theoretical methods and 

practical methods. Through each part of the evaluation which testifies the CID approach is successfully 

achieved the research aim set in begin of this work. This research is both deepening Chinese traditional 

aesthetic theory and expansion of the practice and application approach for CTCH. More importantly, 

the CID method is not only suitable for CTCC and CTCH but also can provide a reference for related 

color culture research. Nevertheless, inheriting CTCC and CTCH is the long way demand to go further 

and deeper, it is also required supplement and enrichment by related disciplines and fields. It is hoped 

that more and more cultures and civilizations in the world will be conserved and usage that no matter 

how small it is, they are all significant cultural heritages and important knowledge of mankind, that are 

the source of innovation and foundation for future.  
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